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Wing Expansion Behavior, Hormone Secretion, and Cell
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Hormones are often responsible for synchronizing somatic physiological changes with changes in behavior. Ecdysis (i.e., the shedding of
the exoskeleton) in insects has served as a useful model for elucidating the molecular and cellular mechanisms of this synchronization,
and has provided numerous insights into the hormonal coordination of body and behavior. An example in which the mechanisms have
remained enigmatic is the neurohormone bursicon, which, after the final molt, coordinates the plasticization and tanning of the initially
folded wings with behaviors that drive wing expansion. The somatic effects of the hormone are governed by bursicon that is released into
the blood from neurons in the abdominal ganglion (the BAG ), which die after wing expansion. How bursicon induces the behavioral
programs required for wing expansion, however, has remained unknown. Here we show by targeted suppression of excitability that a pair
of bursicon-immunoreactive neurons distinct from the BAG and located within the subesophageal ganglion in Drosophila (the BSEG ) is
involved in controlling wing expansion behaviors. Unlike the BAG , the BSEG arborize widely in the nervous system, including within the
abdominal neuromeres, suggesting that, in addition to governing behavior, they also may modulate the BAG. Indeed, we show that animals
lacking bursicon receptor function have deficits both in the humoral release of bursicon and in posteclosion apoptosis of the BAG. Our
results reveal novel neuromodulatory functions for bursicon and support the hypothesis that the BSEG are essential for orchestrating both
the behavioral and somatic processes underlying wing expansion.
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Introduction
Hormones are major determinants of behavior and often ensure
congruence of an animal’s actions and physiological state by ex-
erting their effects both on the brain and on other tissues. The
coordination of somatic changes and behavior is particularly ev-
ident in the developmental process of ecdysis, in which a growing
insect must shed its exoskeleton and expand and harden a new
one [for review, see Truman (2005), Ewer (2007), and Zitnan et
al. (2007)]. Adult ecdysis in winged insects additionally involves
the hormonally mediated deployment of the wings, which are not
expanded until this stage. This requires synchronizing physiolog-
ical changes in the wing cuticle with behaviors designed to in-
crease internal pressure and drive blood into the wings to expand
them (Fraenkel et al., 1984). The hardening of the expanded
wings marks the end of morphological development and is fol-

lowed by the remarkable destruction of cells and tissues that sup-
port ecdysis (Cottrell, 1962b; Kimura and Truman, 1990;
Draizen et al., 1999), a process that is also known to be hormon-
ally dependent (Truman et al., 1992).

The neurohormone bursicon has emerged as a central player
in orchestrating the final steps of adult ecdysis. Evidence from
multiple insects indicates that neurons in the abdominal ganglia
are the source of the blood-borne hormone, which mediates mul-
tiple changes in cuticle properties that support wing expansion
(Fraenkel and Hsiao, 1965; Mills et al., 1965; Truman, 1973; Luan
et al., 2006). These include cuticle plasticization (Cottrell, 1962c;
Reynolds, 1977), apoptosis of the wing epidermis (Kimura et al.,
2004), and tanning, or hardening, of the expanded wings (Cot-
trell, 1962a; Fraenkel and Hsiao, 1962). Genetic evidence from
Drosophila confirms bursicon’s essential role in wing expansion
(Dewey et al., 2004), including behavior, in that mutants defec-
tive for the bursicon receptor, which is encoded by the rickets
gene, do not swallow air or tonically contract their abdomens
(Baker and Truman, 2002). These two motor patterns act in con-
cert to force hemolymph into the wings to unfold them (Fraenkel
et al., 1984). Whether these behaviors require hormone derived
from the bursicon-expressing neurons in the abdominal nervous
system or from some other source has remained unknown.

In addition to seven bilaterally represented pairs of neurons in
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the abdominal ganglion (BAG), adult Drosophila consistently ex-
press bursicon in a pair of neurons in the subesophageal ganglion
(BSEG) before wing expansion. Here, we examine the function
and anatomy of both the BAG and BSEG using a combination of
techniques, including targeted suppression of excitability, single-
cell labeling, and mutant analysis. We identify the BSEG as the
source of bursicon required for wing expansion behaviors and
demonstrate that, unlike the BAG, they arborize throughout the
CNS, including within the abdominal neuromeres. We provide
evidence from rickets mutants that centrally derived bursicon is
likely to modulate bursicon release from the BAG and also facili-
tate the postexpansional death of the latter neurons. Our results
thus suggest a mechanism for the coordination of bursicon-
mediated processes in wing expansion and support a neuro-
modulatory role for bursicon in the apoptotic processes that fol-
low the terminal ecdysis event.

Materials and Methods
Fly culture/crosses. All flies were grown on corn meal-molasses medium
and maintained at 25°C in a constant 12 h light– dark cycle. Wild-type
flies (Canton S strain) and rickets 4 mutants were from the Bloomington
Stock Center (Indiana University). The w 1118 line was a gift from
Howard Nash (National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD). The
Gal4 driver lines used (yw;�;CCAP-Gal4, yw;CCAP-Gal4;�, w;CCAP-
Gal4;�, and w;c929-Gal4;�) have been described previously (O’Brien
and Taghert, 1998; Park et al., 2003; Luan et al., 2006), as have the 1�,
2�, and 3� EKO lines (White et al., 2001).

Burs-Gal4 constructs and transgenic Drosophila lines. PCR primers
(P252F 5�-TGATTAGCCAATAAGTTGTGAGG-3� and P252R
5�CTCGTCGGCCCGACTGCGA-3�) were designed to amplify the 252
bp region between the ATG start codon of burs and the stop codon of the
nearest predicted coding sequence upstream of it. The PCR product
containing this putative burs promoter fragment was cloned using the
TOPO TA cloning kit (Invitrogen) and sequenced using Big Dye chem-
istry (Applied Biosystems) before being subcloned into the EcoRI site of
the Gal4 vector, pG4PN (gift from John Carlson’s laboratory, Yale Uni-
versity, New Haven, CT) and sequenced to check for correct orientation.
Five transgenic lines were created by standard P-element transformation
performed by Model System Genomics (Duke University). One of these
lines, P12, with an insert on the second chromosome was used in the
work described here.

Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy. For analysis of whole-
mount nervous system preparations, eclosed adults, stage P15i pharate
adults [i.e., with black wings and meconium patch visible (Bainbridge
and Bownes, 1981)] or wandering third-instar larvae were dissected in
PBS, and the excised nervous systems were fixed in 4% paraformalde-
hyde in PBS for 20 –30 min, followed by postfixation in 4% paraformal-
dehyde/PBS plus 0.5% Triton X-100 for 15 min. Procedures for immu-
nostaining were as previously described (Luan et al., 2006). Rabbit anti-
bursicon �-subunit (anti-burs) antibodies were used at 1:5000 dilution,
and mouse anti-bursicon �-subunit (anti-pburs; gift from Aaron Hsueh,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA) were used at 1:500. Secondary anti-
bodies (AlexaFluor 488 goat anti-rat, AlexaFluor 568 goat anti-rabbit,
and AlexaFluor 680 goat anti-mouse, all from Invitrogen) were used at
1:500 dilution. Confocal imaging was performed using a Nikon C-1 con-
focal microscope. Z-series through either the brain or ventral nerve cord
of each sample were acquired in 1 �m increments using a 20� objective
unless otherwise noted, using 488 nm, 543 nm, and 633 nm laser emis-
sion lines for fluorophore excitation. Unless otherwise noted, the images
shown are maximal projections of the volume rendered z-stacks of con-
focal sections taken through the entire nervous system.

Analysis of immunostaining and cell death. For preparations used to
examine BSEG and BAG fiber staining, animals were briefly anesthetized
under CO2, immersed in 100% ETOH, and then pinned out and filleted
from the dorsal side in PBS. The head and internal organs were removed
before fixation and staining. Confocal Z-series, which avoided image
planes containing body wall, were acquired using a 20� objective, and

identical acquisition parameters, calibrated on preparations from 5 min
posteclosion animals to ensure that the fluorescence signals were not
saturating, were used for all preparations. For quantitation of immuno-
staining, grayscale, volume-rendered images of the Z-stacks were in-
verted using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems), and mean pixel values
were calculated for a 400 � 400 pixel square centered over the abdominal
nerves immediately after the exit point from the abdominal ganglion, or
for a 200 � 200 pixel square centered over the rostral portion of the
second thoracic segment, T2. Fibers in these regions were uniformly well
preserved in all preparations. Mean background pixel values (calculated
for each image from a 200 � 200 pixel field outside of the imaged prep-
aration) were subtracted to derive the “mean pixel intensities” used as a
measure of bursicon immunoreactivity for each preparation. Statistical
analysis of the means was performed by t test (two-sample assuming
unequal variances).

For analysis of cell death, newly emerged flies were collected within 10
min of eclosion and killed 6, 14, 24, or 48 h later for staining of the CNS
with anti-burs antibody as described above. At least six preparations were
analyzed at each time point by confocal microscopy, and surviving cells
were identified from analysis of multiple image planes of confocal
Z-series, in which they could easily be distinguished from cellular debris,
which typically formed smaller immunoreactive spots. To detect DNA
fragmentation as a marker of apoptosis, TUNEL was performed on CNS
preparations excised from animals killed 6 h after eclosion. After immu-
nostaining with anti-burs antibody, these preparations were washed 2�
10 min with TUNEL dilution buffer and labeled using the In Situ Cell
Death Detection Kit, TMR Red (Roche Applied Science). The labeling
reaction was performed for 3 h at 37°C. Imaging of the preparations was
done by confocal microscopy, collecting Z-series through the ventral
nerve cord of each sample in 1 �m increments using a 20� objective.

Analysis of expression patterns. The expression pattern of EGFP driven
by Burs-Gal4 and c929-Gal4 varied somewhat between individuals, as
did the patterns of bursicon immunoreactivity. To represent the intensity
and frequency of labeling of individual identified neurons with each
driver, we created consensus expression patterns derived from multiple
CNS preparations of each genotype. To determine the consensus pattern
for Burs-Gal4�UAS-EGFP expression, we double labeled multiple prep-
arations with anti-burs antibodies. The fluorescence intensity of each
EGFP-positive soma in each preparation was scored on a scale of 1–3 and
its identity determined based on overlapping bursicon immunolabeling.
The consensus intensity value ( I) for a given neuron was calculated by
averaging all nonzero values for this neuron across preparations. The
frequency (v) with which a given neuron was labeled was calculated by
dividing the number of preps in which that neuron had a nonzero label-
ing intensity by the total number of preparations. The same procedure
was used to generate consensus patterns for animals expressing the GFP-
tagged EKO transgene.

Manipulation of neuronal function and scoring of phenotypes. Crosses
between Gal4 driver and UAS-effector lines were typically set up with
parallel control crosses of the driver to w 1118;�;� or Canton S. Wing
phenotypes of at least 100 individuals were scored at least 24 h after
eclosion as described previously (Luan et al., 2006). Flies were scored as
“unexpanded” (UEW) if the distal tip of the folded wing had assumed an
angle of �90° relative to the proximal portion of the wing and as “ex-
panded” (EW) if they had fully unfolded. Flies with partially expanded
wings (PEW) had intermediate wing morphologies. Interestingly, most
Burs-Gal4�2� EKO animals had partially expanded wings, but typically
also exhibited a novel “bubble wing” phenotype not observed previously in
suppression experiments with CCAP-Gal4�2� UAS-EKO. In the most
overt cases, hemolymph appeared to fill the wings like small balloons.

The TARGET system (McGuire et al., 2004) using temperature-
sensitive Gal80 (Gal80 ts) was used to temporally regulate UAS-Kir2.1
transgene expression. Experimental animals were reared at 18°C, col-
lected at the third-instar wandering stage, and placed into individual
food vials. These larvae pupated at 18°C and were transferred at various
times after puparium formation (APF) to 31°C to complete develop-
ment. Experiments in which EKO-mediated suppression was controlled
by temperature shift were conducted in a similar manner on animals
expressing 1� EKO in the absence of Gal80 ts.
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Abdominal contraction and air swallowing. Experimental animals were
isolated as wandering third-instar larvae and transferred to individual
food vials to complete development. These animals were observed by eye
or videotaped upon eclosion and evaluated for sustained abdominal con-

traction lasting at least 10 min. This behavior, which is essential for wing
expansion, consists of pronounced elongation of the abdomen, typically
accompanied by downward flexion. Air swallowing was quantified by
measuring the volume of air in the gut of the fly. Flies were briefly im-

Figure 1. Expression of Burs-Gal4 mimics the expression pattern of bursicon �-subunit (burs) in both larval and adult nervous systems. Confocal images of nervous system whole mounts from
Burs-Gal4�UAS-EGFP animals at the third larval instar and adult stages. A–D, Larval nervous system expressing EGFP under the control of Burs-Gal4 (A), triple labeled with antibodies to both burs
(B) and pburs (C). In the merged image (D), the green, blue, and red channels represent EGFP, burs, and pburs labeling, respectively. Neurons immunopositive for burs are consistently labeled with
EGFP. These include the following: two prominent pairs of neurons in the subesophageal ganglion; one pair in each of the first two thoracic neuromeres and two pairs in the third; two pairs of neurons
in each of the first four abdominal neuromeres; and one to two pairs in each of the remaining abdominal neuromeres. Arrows indicate two neurons in the terminal abdominal segment that are
labeled by Burs-Gal4, but which do not express burs. In contrast to burs, pburs expression is prominent only in the first four abdominal segments, with weak labeling in some of the burs-
immunopositive subesophageal neurons. SEG, Subesophageal ganglion; T1–3, thoracic neuromeres 1–3; A1– 8, abdominal neuromeres 1– 8. E–G, Adult nervous system from a newly eclosed
Burs-Gal4�UAS-EGFP animal expressing EGFP (E, green), double labeled with burs antibodies (F, magenta). G, Merged image shows complete correspondence of labeling, with overlapping labels
appearing as white. Whole mounts are oriented symmetrically along the rostral-caudal axis with the midline of the nervous system in the center. Arrow, An intact section of abdominal nerve. AG,
Abdominal ganglion.
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mersed in 100% ethanol to free the cuticle and bristles of air, then sub-
merged in glycerol. The legs and wings were removed under a dissection
microscope, and the gut exposed by an incision up the midline of the fly.
The air was released by opening the gut membrane and the liberated
bubble was photographed as it rose to the surface. Air volume was calcu-
lated from the diameter of the bubble assuming spherical geometry, us-
ing ImageJ software (W. S. Rasband, United States National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) calibrated with a 2
mm micrometer. Air volume was measured at the end of wing expansion
or, in cases in which this was absent, 90 min after the eclosion time.

Labeling of single neurons. Individual BAG and BSEG neurons were la-
beled using the Flp-out mCD8-GFP method (Wong et al., 2002) and the
Burs-Gal4 driver. Eggs from yw, hs-Flp;Burs-Gal4;UAS-stop-mCD8-
GFP animals were collected for 24 h at 25°C, heat shocked at 37°C for 1 h,
and then returned to 25°C for development. The nervous systems of
pharate adults were double immunolabeled with rat anti-mouse CD8
(Ly-Z) (1:200 dilution, CALTAG Laboratories, Invitrogen) and rabbit
anti-burs antibodies using AlexaFluor 488 and AlexaFluor 568 as second-
ary antibodies

Hemolymph collection and immunoblotting. Hemolymph was collected
from flies within 1 h of eclosion as previously described (Luan et al.,
2006). Approximately 6 –10 flies were required to collect 500 nl of hemo-
lymph, which were electrophoresed on 12– 4% gradient Tris-HCl mini-
gels before transfer to 0.2 �m nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad). De-
tection was accomplished using anti-burs antibodies at a 1:5000 dilution,
peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (10 �g/ml,
Pierce) diluted 1:2000, and incubation with West Femto chemilumines-
cent substrate (Pierce) for 5 min, before development on BioMax film
(Eastman Kodak) for 10 min.

Results
Development of a Gal4 driver that
expresses selectively in
bursicon-expressing neurons
Bursicon-expressing neurons (NBurs) in
adult Drosophila are a subset of the cells
that express the neuropeptide CCAP
(crustacean cardioactive peptide). We
have shown previously that both wing ex-
pansion and bursicon release into the he-
molymph can be suppressed in newly
eclosed adults by expressing three copies
of the transgene encoding the suppressor
K�-channel UAS-EKO using the CCAP-
Gal4 driver line (Luan et al., 2006). Our
evidence suggested that this manipulation
inhibited wing expansion by suppressing
not only NBurs, but also neurons that regulate
secretion of the hormone without expressing
it. To determine the effect of suppressing
only neurons in NBurs, we therefore designed
a driver line that would permit UAS-
transgene expression solely in this set of neu-
rons. We used the putative promoter/en-
hancer region of the gene encoding the
bursicon �-subunit (also known as burs) to
drive expression of Gal4 in bursicon-
expressing neurons in transgenic flies as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods. We ob-
tained two Burs-Gal4 lines that expressed
with high fidelity in NBurs, one of which we
used in the present study (Fig. 1).

As shown in Figure 1, A, B, and D, Burs-
Gal4-driven UAS-EGFP expression in the
CNS of the third larval stage largely over-
laps with the pattern of immunoreactivity

obtained by staining with an anti-burs antibody. As has been
reported previously (Dewey et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2008), ex-
pression of the burs gene at this stage is quite broad and includes
pairs of neurons in the subesophageal, thoracic, and abdominal
neuromeres. Weak expression is also often observed in a pair of
neurons in the brain (data not shown). The expression pattern of
the bursicon �-subunit (also known as pburs) is restricted to a
subset of cells in the abdominal segments (Fig. 1C,D), indicating
that the bursicon hormone, which is formed by the burs/pburs
heterodimer, is also restricted at this stage, as has been noted
before (Luo et al., 2005). Most of the neurons that express the
burs subunit alone are also CCAP immunopositive (data not
shown) and are included in the pattern of Burs-Gal4 expression.

The pattern of burs expression becomes more restricted in the
pharate adult (Fig. 1E–G), and, as has been noted previously,
coincides completely with the expression pattern of pburs (Luan
et al., 2006). At this stage, which just precedes wing expansion,
there are typically 14 bursicon-expressing neurons (the BAG) in
the abdominal ganglion, and two posteriorly disposed neurons
(the BSEG) in the subesophageal ganglion. In some preparations
two additional subesophageal neurons are also seen to express
GFP and label with anti-burs antibodies, consistent with our pre-
vious observations. This is reflected in consensus patterns show-
ing the frequency and intensity of UAS-EGFP expression in mul-
tiple preparations (supplemental Fig. S1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Figure 2. Suppression of excitability in bursicon-expressing neurons blocks wing expansion, tanning, and bursicon secretion
into the hemolymph. A, Bar graph showing the frequency of wing expansion deficits in animals expressing the suppressor
channels UAS-EKO or UAS-Kir2.1 under the control of the Burs-Gal4 driver. The number of the EKO transgenes expressed varied
from one (1�) to three (3�). White (EW), gray (PEW), and black (UEW) bars represent animals with expanded, partially
expanded, and unexpanded wings, respectively. B, Burs-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO (right) and Burs-Gal4 only control (left) flies pho-
tographed 3 h after eclosion. Abdominal bands (arrows) are characteristically pigmented in the control, but not in the experimen-
tal animal. C, Western blot of posteclosion bursicon levels in hemolymph extracted from Canton S control, c929-Gal4�3�
UAS-EKO, Burs-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO, and Burs-Gal4-only control flies (left to right). Blot was probed with anti-burs antibodies.
Molecular weight markers (in kDa) are shown.
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Suppression of excitability of bursicon-expressing neurons
using Burs-Gal4 blocks bursicon release and wing expansion
We have shown before that graded suppression of excitability in
CCAP-expressing neurons (NCCAP), achieved by expressing in-
creasing copy numbers of the UAS-EKO transgene, gives rise to
incrementally more severe wing expansion deficits. As shown in
Figure 2A, these same manipulations made using the Burs-Gal4
driver yield a similar distribution of phenotypes. Most of the flies
expressing a single copy of the UAS-EKO transgene in NBurs show
a partially expanded wing phenotype, in which the wing remains
partly folded. Approximately 40% of flies, however, expand their
wings fully, and only a small fraction has completely unexpanded
wings. In contrast, most flies expressing three copies of the UAS-
EKO transgene fail to expand their wings. This result is also ob-
tained by expressing a single copy of the more potent K�-channel
suppressor, UAS-Kir2.1, which, in addition, causes pupal lethality
in nearly half of animals (170 of 371 total). Lethality is likely a
consequence of broad Kir2.1 expression during the larval and
early pupal stages, as animals expressing Kir2.1 throughout NC-

CAP die during pupal development (Luan et al., 2006).
The failure of Burs-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO flies to expand their

wings is consistent with the inhibition of bursicon release in these
animals. Supporting the conclusion that bursicon is not secreted

into the hemolymph is the observation
that these animals failed to tan rapidly
(Fig. 2B), typically retaining their unpig-
mented, juvenile phenotype 3 h after eclo-
sion (n � 11). We directly confirmed the
absence of bursicon in the hemolymph by
Western blot (Fig. 2C). In contrast to wild-
type Canton S animals, or control flies
bearing the Burs-Gal4 transgene only,
Burs-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO animals had no
detectable bursicon in their hemolymph
1 h after eclosion. As we have shown pre-
viously, a similar result is obtained when
three copies of UAS-EKO are driven by the
c929-Gal4 driver (Fig. 2C), a manipulation
that suppresses the BAG neurons, but not
the BSEG (Luan et al., 2006).

Inhibition of wing expansion observed
with Burs-Gal4 does not result from
developmental suppression of
excitability
As noted above, the effects of strongly sup-
pressing the excitability of NBurs are similar
to those observed when all NCCAP neurons
are suppressed. Because the Burs-Gal4
driver expresses in most CCAP-expressing
neurons during development, it was possi-
ble that the failure to release bursicon in
adult animals, and the concomitant wing
expansion deficits, were the result of devel-
opmental suppression of NCCAP and not
the acute suppression of NBurs after eclo-
sion. To exclude this possibility, we used a
combination of techniques to temporally
restrict the period of suppression during
development. First, we used the Gal80 ts-
based TARGET system (McGuire et al.,
2004) to restrict expression of UAS-Kir2.1
to the postlarval period.

As shown in Figure 3A, flies grown at a constant temperature
of 18°C had no wing expansion deficits. This result is expected
because at this temperature Gal80 ts constitutively inhibits Gal4
activity and UAS-Kir2.1 is not expressed. In contrast, flies grown
at 31°C constant temperature failed to expand their wings. Again,
this is the anticipated result because Gal80 ts is inactive at this
temperature and Gal4 will drive expression of Kir2.1 in NBurs.
However, the number of flies completing development at the
higher temperature was very low. As noted above, this is likely a
consequence of the broad expression of the Burs-Gal4 driver in
NCCAP during the late larval and early pupal periods. The pupal
lethality normally associated with Kir2.1 expression in NCCAP

appeared to be greatly enhanced at 31°C. This constrained us to
manipulations in which Kir2.1 expression was induced well after
the time of puparium formation.

When Burs-Gal4::Gal80 ts�UAS-Kir2.1 animals were grown
through larval and early pupal development at 18°C and then
transferred to 31°C at successively later times to induce Kir2.1
expression (and therefore the suppression of bursicon-
expressing neurons), only those animals induced at the latest
stages of development escaped the effects of suppression. Most
animals raised at 18°C were found to eclose and expand their
wings by day 9 after puparium formation (APF). Almost all ani-

Figure 3. Suppression of neuronal excitability in NBurs blocks wing expansion by acting late in development. A, B, Bar graphs
showing the frequency of wing expansion deficits in either Burs-Gal4::Gal80ts�UAS-Kir2.1 animals (A) or Burs-Gal4�1�
UAS-EKO animals (B) when raised at constant temperatures of 18°C or 31°C (left) or when shifted from 18°C to 31°C at the
indicated times during development (right). Times of temperature shift are indicated in days after puparium formation (APF),
measured at 18°C. In A, excitability is expected to be suppressed at 31°C as Gal80 ts is inactive at this temperature, and Gal4 drives
Kir2.1 expression. The opposite is true in B, where the efficacy of the EKO channel is reduced at 31°C relative to 18°C. In both cases,
dotted lines indicate the developmental period during which the temperature shift becomes ineffective in reversing the wing
expansion phenotype associated 18°C. The state of NBurs excitability during (or just before) this period therefore determines the
ability of the animals to expand their wings. The action potential icon (open or crossed out) indicates whether or not NBurs are
predicted to be excitable at the indicated temperature.
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mals in which bursicon-expressing neurons were suppressed by
transfer to 31°C between days 5–7 APF had unexpanded wings.
Even transfer on day 8 APF, when the animals are late-stage
pharate adults and Burs-Gal4 is expected to drive UAS-Kir2.1
expression only in bursicon-expressing neurons (Zhao et al.,
2008), resulted in substantial numbers of animals with unex-
panded or partially expanded phenotypes. This excludes the pos-
sibility that developmental suppression of NCCAP causes the wing
expansion deficits observed with UAS-Kir2.1 and demonstrates
that suppression typically acts at or after day 8 APF to impair the
wing expansion process. Indeed, because neuronal suppression is
the outcome of multiple slow steps (including the derepression of
Gal4, the induction of Kir2.1 gene expression, and deployment of

Kir2.1 protein to the membrane at sites that will block excitabil-
ity), suppression of NBurs is likely to be complete only well after
the temperature shift at the beginning of day 8 APF and may
coincide approximately with the time of eclosion and wing
expansion.

The substantial pupal lethality observed in Burs-Gal4::Gal80ts�
UAS-Kir2.1 animals at 31°C prevented us from examining the effects
of reduced NBurs excitability during development with Kir2.1, but we
were able to address this issue using animals expressing 1� UAS-
EKO. To do so, we took advantage of an intrinsic temperature sen-
sitivity in the action of the EKO channel discovered in the course of
experiments with the CCAP-Gal4 driver. These experiments re-
vealed that the efficacy of UAS-EKO expression was inversely related
to the temperature at which it was expressed (supplemental Fig. S2,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Flies ex-
pressing a single copy of UAS-EKO under the control of CCAP-Gal4
and raised at 18°C uniformly failed to expand their wings, whereas
flies of the same genotype raised at 31°C expanded their wings nor-
mally. The same pattern of temperature sensitivity was observed in
animals expressing two and three copies of UAS-EKO (supplemen-
tal Fig. S2A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).

These results were quite surprising, given that Gal4 activity is
known to increase with temperature, and animals grown at 18°C
typically show reduced levels of UAS-transgene expression than
animals grown at higher temperatures. Indeed, we observed
lower levels of fluorescence of a UAS-EGFP reporter transgene
expressed in NCCAP in animals grown at 18°C relative to those
grown at 31°C [supplemental Fig. S2B (bottom), available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material]. In contrast, the
intrinsic GFP fluorescence of UAS-EKO increased at the lower
temperature. The standing levels of the channel protein are thus
higher at 18°C, consistent with the temperature sensitivity of the
wing expansion phenotypes. Although the intrinsic temperature
sensitivity of UAS-EKO precluded its use with Gal80 ts, we were
able to exploit this property to directly analyze the developmental
effects of suppressing NBurs with the EKO channel.

As shown in Figure 3B, expression of a single copy of EKO
under the control of Burs-Gal4 yields wing expansion deficits at
approximately fivefold higher frequency in animals raised at 18°C
(at which EKO efficacy is high) compared with those raised at
31°C (at which EKO efficacy is low). While a fraction of animals
raised at 18°C and then shifted to 31°C from 5 to 6 d APF show
wing expansion deficits, the majority expand their wings nor-
mally, indicating that the effects of strong suppression at 18°C are
reversed by the temperature shift during these stages of develop-
ment. This argues strongly that suppression of excitability during
the developmental period when Burs-Gal4 drives expression
broadly in NCCAP has little to no effect on wing expansion. Only
animals moved to 31°C on days 7– 8 APF, showed strong effects
of EKO-mediated suppression, indicating that suppression
blocks wing expansion by acting on a process late in develop-
ment. Because the time course with which EKO efficacy declines
depends on factors such as channel turnover and gene expression
rates at the different temperatures, which are not known, it is not
possible to resolve the exact timing of that process, but as with
UAS-Kir2.1, our results are consistent with UAS-EKO directly
suppressing bursicon release after eclosion.

Suppression of all bursicon-expressing neurons, but not the
BAG alone, inhibits wing expansion behaviors
Our results show that suppression of NBurs with 3� UAS-EKO
blocks bursicon release into the hemolymph. However, it is un-

Figure 4. The BSEG and BAG , but not the BAG alone, are required for two behaviors necessary
for wing expansion: abdominal contraction and air swallowing. A, Wild-type flies execute two
behaviors during wing expansion: abdominal contraction (left) consisting of elongation and
downward flexion of the abdomen (yellow arrow), and air swallowing, which requires an erect
proboscis (white arrow) and results in accumulation of air in the gut (right, white arrowhead).
B, Bar graphs showing the frequency of abdominal contraction (top) and air swallowing (bot-
tom) in Canton S control, Burs-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO, and c929-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO animals, as
indicated. Burs-Gal4 drives expression of the EKO suppressor channel in both the BSEG and BAG,
whereas c929-Gal4 drives its expression only in the BAG. C, Bar graph showing that c929-
Gal4�UAS-3�-EKO males and females (black bars) swallow similar amounts of air as Canton
S control animals (white bars).
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likely that the blood-borne hormone mediates bursicon’s behav-
ioral effects. As has been shown previously, injection of bursicon-
containing blood into newly emerged blowflies fails to induce air
swallowing, although it does induce premature tanning (Cottrell,
1962a). It is possible, however, that the BAG, which are the source
of bursicon released into the hemolymph, also secrete the hor-
mone within the CNS. To determine whether the BAG are re-
quired for the central effects of bursicon, we analyzed the behav-
ior of flies expressing 3� UAS-EKO either in the BAG, using the
c929-Gal4 driver, or in both the BAG and BSEG, using the Burs-
Gal4 driver (Fig. 4).

Posteclosion behavior divides into two distinct phases: perch
selection, during which the fly selects a place to settle, and wing
expansion, during which the fly ingests air and tonically contracts
its abdomen to expand its wings (Fig. 4A). Although c929-
Gal4�3� UAS-EKO flies fail to expand their wings, they consis-
tently display a period of sustained abdominal contraction char-
acteristic of the expansional phase when observed after eclosion
(Fig. 4B, top). Interestingly, this behavior differed slightly from
that of Canton S controls in many animals, with the abdomen

elongated and constricted, but not necessarily flexed. The dura-
tion of contraction, however, was on average indistinguishable
from that of control animals (18 � 2.5 min vs 17 � 2.0 min,
respectively; n � 10 in both cases). To confirm that the c929-
Gal4�3� UAS-EKO flies also were ingesting air, we killed ani-
mals immediately after the cessation of abdominal contraction
and measured the volume of air in the gut (see Fig. 4A, right). All
male and female c929-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO flies were found to
swallow air (Fig. 4B, bottom) in amounts similar to that of Can-
ton S controls (Fig. 4C). Animals in which the BAG were sup-
pressed thus displayed behavior that was in almost all respects
normal.

In contrast, only 4% of flies expressing 3� UAS-EKO under
the control of the Burs-Gal4 driver displayed sustained abdomi-
nal contraction (Fig. 4B, top), and 14% swallowed air (Fig. 4B,
bottom). Some flies contracted their abdomens for short inter-
vals, as was also the case for wild-type flies before the period of
sustained contraction (data not shown), but contraction never
persisted for more than 2 min. Interestingly, all of the animals
observed to swallow air (six of 43 total) were female (data not

Figure 5. The bursicon-expressing neurons of the subesophageal ganglion (BSEG ) project throughout the CNS. Confocal micrographs of a pharate adult nervous system in which both
BSEG neurons have been labeled with mCD8-GFP (green) using the Flp-out system and the Burs-Gal4 driver. The preparation was double labeled with anti-burs antibody (magenta) to
reveal the distribution of bursicon. A–A�, mCD8-GFP labeling (A) and anti-burs immunostaining (A�) overlap extensively in the CNS as seen in the merged image (A�). Arrows indicate
the abdominal nerves, which lack a GFP (green) signal. Arrowheads, Somata of the BSEG. B–E�, Higher-magnification images of BSEG processes in selected regions of the nervous system
shown in A. B–E, mCD8-GFP labeling (green) and overlapping anti-burs immunostaining (B�–E�) in brain (B, B�), subesophageal ganglion (C, C�), second thoracic ganglion (D, D�), and
abdominal ganglion (E, E�). Images in A–A� are volume-rendered z-stacks acquired with a 20� objective representing the entire nervous system. B–E� represent limited image planes
through the nervous system acquired with a 60� objective.
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shown). This suggests that males are more sensitive to the effects
of NBurs suppression, an observation consistent with the fact that
weak suppression in NBurs with 1� EKO is four times more likely
to result in partial wing deficits in male flies than in females (data
not shown). The finding that some flies swallowed air and dis-
played short bouts of abdominal contraction also is consistent
with the observation that a small fraction of these animals par-
tially expanded their wings when allowed to eclose unperturbed
(Fig. 2A).

The fact that expansional behaviors are largely absent in ani-
mals in which both the BSEG and BAG are suppressed (i.e., Burs-
Gal4�3� UAS-EKO animals), but present in those in which only
the BAG are suppressed (i.e., c929-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO animals),
demonstrates that the BSEG are necessary for the execution of
these behaviors. Together with genetic data demonstrating that
bursicon signaling is required for expansional behaviors (Baker
and Truman, 2002), our results imply that bursicon derived spe-
cifically from the BSEG governs the motor patterns underlying
wing expansion.

Bursicon-containing fibers of the BSEG , but not the BAG ,
project to all major regions of the CNS
As illustrated by the anti-burs immunostaining shown in Figure
1F, the CNS of the pharate adult fly contains profuse bursicon-

immunoreactive (i.e., bursicon-IR) fibers in the brain, as well as
in the subesophageal, thoracic, and abdominal ganglia. Most of
these fibers have pronounced varicosities characteristic of release
sites, suggesting that the hormone is being secreted into the CNS.
In addition, the proximal portions of the lateral abdominal
nerves (Fig. 1F, arrow) are densely laden with bursicon-
containing varicosities, which have been shown to be neurohe-
mal sites of release (Zhao et al., 2008). Because bursicon released
into the hemolymph derives from the BAG, the fibers in the ab-
dominal nerves must derive from these neurons, a conclusion
consistent with the anatomy of the homologous neurons in other
insects (Taghert and Truman, 1982; Honegger et al., 2002; Dai et
al., 2008). We reasoned therefore that the BSEG were likely to give
rise to the central bursicon-IR projections, a hypothesis consis-
tent with their role in regulating behavioral changes.

To test this hypothesis, we used the “Flp-out” mCD8-GFP
system (Wong et al., 2002) in conjunction with the Burs-Gal4
driver to fluorescently label small numbers of bursicon-
expressing neurons and their neurites. Preparations in which
only BSEG neurons (Fig. 5A) were labeled consistently showed
GFP-labeled processes that ramified throughout the CNS. These
processes were in register with the bursicon-IR fibers visualized
by anti-burs immunostaining (Fig. 5A�), with GFP-labeled

Figure 6. The bursicon-expressing neurons of the abdominal ganglion (BAG ) project across the midline and exit posteriorly through abdominal nerves. A, A�, The nervous system of a pharate
adult in which a single BAG neuron was labeled with mCD8-GFP (green) using the Flp-out system and the Burs-Gal4 driver. In A�, the preparation was double labeled with anti-burs antibodies
(magenta) to reveal the distribution of bursicon. Arrowheads, Somata. Arrows, Process in an abdominal nerve. B–D, High-magnification images of the abdominal ganglion from three different
adults in which a single BAG (arrowhead) was labeled with mCD8-GFP (green). B�–D�, Corresponding images showing the distribution of bursicon after double labeling with anti-burs antibodies
(magenta). In each case, the axon ramifies at the midline (white arrows) before crossing and exiting the abdominal ganglion through a posterior nerve. Yellow arrows in D and D� show the labeled
axon in a nerve bundle that has wrapped back over the ganglion after excision. Confocal images in A and A� were acquired with a 20� objective, and those in B–D� were acquired with a 60�
objective.
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puncta often coinciding with sites of vari-
cosities (Fig. 5A�). Higher-magnification
images confirmed the overlap of neurite
labeling in the brain (Fig. 5B,B�) and the
subesophageal ganglion (Fig. 5C,C�), and
in the thoracic (Fig. 5D,D�) and abdomi-
nal neuromeres (Fig. 5E,E�). Interestingly,
the BSEG processes in the abdominal gan-
glion ramified at the level of the BAG neu-
rons, often branching laterally between
neuromeres and also extensively along the
midline, where the BAG axons arborized
(see below). While both BSEG neurons
were fortuitously labeled in the prepara-
tion shown in Figure 5, all other prepara-
tions that we generated using the Flp-out
technique contained a single labeled neu-
ron (supplemental Fig. S4, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial). These preparations clearly demon-
strated that each BSEG neuron sends its pri-
mary neurite toward the midline, where it
ramifies, then crosses the midline and de-
scends through the cervical connective
into the ventral nerve cord. There it ar-
borizes principally, but not exclusively, on
the side contralateral to that of the cell
body. The origin of the BSEG projection to
the brain was more difficult to discern, and
interestingly both ipsilateral and con-
tralateral fibers from a single neuron could
typically be seen [supplemental Fig. S4A,B
(arrows), available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material].

Figure 7. Bursicon secretion from the BAG , but not the BSEG , is impaired in rk4 mutants. A, Western blot showing the bursicon
content of hemolymph extracted from either Canton S control flies or rk4 mutants within 1 h of eclosion. Samples containing the
indicated volumes of pooled hemolymph, collected from at least 40 animals of each genotype, were loaded into each lane, and the
blot was probed with anti-burs antibodies. The positions of selected molecular weight markers (in kDa) are shown. The bursicon
�-subunit (arrow, Burs�) runs at 	16 kDa. B, Confocal images of anti-bursicon immunostaining in whole mounts of adults
filleted to reveal the ventral nervous system and the abdominal nerves. Nervous system preparations are from either Canton S (CS)
control animals or from rk 4 mutants, killed 5 min or 60 min after eclosion, as indicated. Dotted boxes in the 5 min, CS preparation
indicate the size and location of the fields used to calculate the intensity of immunolabeling of central processes belonging to the
BSEG (T2; arrows) or peripheral processes belonging to the BAG in the abdominal nerves (AN; arrowheads). The position of the BAG

4

is also indicated. C, Higher resolution images of the abdomi-
nal nerve regions of the preparations shown in B. Arrowheads
indicate bursicon immunoreactive varicosities abundant in
the abdominal nerves of animals 5 min after eclosion and also
frequently found in the nerves of rk4 animals 60 min after
eclosion (bottom). Such varicosities are, however, rare in the
nerves of control animals after 60 min (top), where bursicon is
largely depleted. D, Graphs showing the bursicon immunore-
activities (Burs-IR) associated with the BSEG fibers (left) or BAG

fibers (right) in 13–18 preparations of the type shown in B.
Each cross represents the Burs-IR value determined for an in-
dividual preparation, measured as the mean pixel intensity
(mpi, background-subtracted) of an area centered over the
proximal abdominal nerves (for the BAG) or the central T2 tho-
racic region (for the BSEG), as depicted in the top left panel in B
(dotted areas). Filled diamonds represent the mean Burs-IR
values for preparations of each indicated type. In all cases, the
difference in mean Burs-IR values at 5 min and 60 min for like
samples (i.e., samples representing same fiber type in ani-
mals of the same genotype) was determined to be highly sig-
nificant by t test, as noted in Results. In contrast, the differ-
ence in mean Burs-IR values measured for a given fiber type at
a given time, but in animals of different genotype, was not
statistically significant except for BAG measurements at 60
min, as indicated by double asterisks ( p �2�10 
4). E, Bar
graph depicts the change in mean Burs-IR measured for the
BAG of Canton S (CS) control and rk4 mutant animals between
5 min and 60 min.
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The complex projection patterns of the BSEG contrast with the
relatively simple patterns observed for the BAG neurons (Fig. 6A–
D). None of the GFP-marked processes from 16 preparations in
which single BAG neurons were labeled projected anteriorly out of
the abdominal ganglion. Instead, the axon in all cases extended
toward the midline, where it sent multiple short branches both
anteriorly and posteriorly before continuing down the contralat-
eral side and exiting the ganglion through an abdominal nerve
(Fig. 6A,A�). Within the CNS, the BAG processes typically stained
weakly with the anti-burs antibody (Fig. 6A�–D�) and contained
few varicosities. Only when they entered the abdominal nerves
did the bursicon immunoreactivity of many of these fibers be-
come intense with dense, punctate labeling. The BAG neurons and
their midline branches, however, were often in the vicinity of
varicose processes (Fig. 6A�–D�), which presumably derive from
the BSEG based on the arborization patterns of these neurons.

Bursicon neuromodulation of hormone release: bursicon
secretion from the BAG is attenuated in rickets mutants
The extensive arborization of the BSEG processes suggests that
these neurons have numerous targets within the CNS. Interest-
ingly, the projection of the BSEG fibers into the abdominal gan-
glion, and their proximity to the BAG, raises the possibility that
the BSEG may communicate with these neurons, either directly or
indirectly. In the simplest case, bursicon released by the BSEG

could regulate bursicon secretion into the hemolymph by the
BAG. Consistent with this, Baker and Truman (2002) have shown
that rk4 mutants, which lack a functional bursicon receptor, may
release variable amounts of the hormone after eclosion, as deter-
mined by bioassay. We reasoned that bursicon secretion from the
BAG in rk4 mutants might be disrupted by lesions in the bursicon
signaling pathway downstream of the BSEG. If this is so, bursicon
release from the BSEG in the mutants should be normal and re-
lease from the BAG aberrant.

To determine whether bursicon secretion from the BAG is im-
paired, we measured the levels of hormone present in the hemo-
lymph of rk4 mutants by Western blot 1 h after eclosion, a time at
which bursicon is detected in a 0.5 �l sample of hemolymph from
control animals (Luan et al., 2006) (Fig. 7A). Bursicon is also
detectable in 0.5 �l samples of hemolymph of rk4 mutants at this
time, but at lower levels than in control animals. Since this highly
amplified chemiluminescent signal was near the detection limit
of our Western blotting method and not in the linear range, we
probed sets of samples of varying volume from common pools of
hemolymph collected from �40 animals of each genotype. This
allowed us to estimate the relative levels of released bursicon in
CS controls and rk4 mutants. The results (Fig. 7A), which show
that 1.0 �l of hemolymph from rk4 animals yields a signal of
similar magnitude as 0.5 �l of hemolymph from control animals,
indicate an 	50% reduction of bursicon release from the BAG in
the mutants.

To better quantify the reduction in BAG bursicon secretion,
and to analyze release from the BSEG, we next measured the levels
of bursicon immunoreactivity (Burs-IR) in the BAG and BSEG

processes from animals killed either 5 or 60 min after eclosion. As
previously shown by Zhao et al. (2008), bursicon is substantially
depleted from the abdominal nerves in control animals 1 h after
eclosion (Fig. 7B,C, top, arrowheads), as is the immunoreactivity
in central fibers belonging to the BSEG (Fig. 7B, top, arrows). The
Burs-IR of BSEG processes is also depleted in rk4 mutants at this
time (Fig. 7B, bottom, arrows), indicating that these neurons
release their contents normally. In contrast, and consistent with
our Western blot data, the Burs-IR of BAG processes in rk4 mu-

tants is often not fully depleted 60 min after eclosion (Fig. 7A,B,
bottom, arrowheads). Fibers with bursicon-immunoreactive
varicosities that are characteristically found in the abdominal
nerves of both control and mutant animals 5 min after eclo-
sion (Fig. 7B, left) are frequently present in at least some
nerves of most rk4 mutants 1 h after eclosion (Fig. 7C, bottom,
arrowheads), but rarely in nerves of Canton S control animals
(Fig. 7C, top).

Figure 7D summarizes the immunostaining results from all
preparations analyzed. As expected, the mean Burs-IR of the BSEG

and BAG processes (Fig. 7D, black diamonds) is significantly
lower at 60 min than it is at 5 min in both control animals and rk4

mutants ( p � 10
3 by t test), indicative of bursicon depletion.
For the BSEG processes, the average decline in Burs-IR is greater
for rk4 mutants than it is for control animals (Fig. 7D, left), sug-
gesting that bursicon release from the BSEG may be elevated in the
mutants. However, pairwise comparison of the rk4 and Canton S
BSEG Burs-IR values at 5 min and at 60 min fails to support this
conclusion, as there is no statistically significant difference in
their distributions at either time point. In contrast, a similar pair-
wise comparison of the BAG Burs-IR values shows that bursicon
levels are indistinguishable in control and mutant animals at 5
min, but are significantly elevated at 1 h in rk4 mutants (Fig. 7D,
double asterisks). On average, over twice as much bursicon re-
mains in the BAG fibers of rk4 mutants after 1 h as remains in the
corresponding fibers of Canton S controls (Fig. 7D, right). This
results in an estimated 30% decrease in bursicon release in rk4

mutants compared with control animals (Fig. 7E), similar to the
estimate derived above from our Western blot data. It is worth
noting, however, that despite the significant difference in their
distributions, the BAG Burs-IR values for rk4 mutants at 5 and 60
min overlap considerably (Fig. 7D, right), indicating that the
amounts of hormone released into the hemolymph by individual
rk4 animals may be quite variable. This is consistent with the
earlier observations of Baker and Truman (2002). Together, our
results indicate that bursicon secretion from the BAG is impaired
in rk4 mutants, while release from the BSEG is normal.

Bursicon neuromodulation of apoptosis: death of BAG

neurons is delayed in rickets mutants
One of the somatic actions of humorally transported bursicon is
to induce apoptosis of the wing epidermis (Kimura et al., 2004).
Certain central neurons also undergo programmed cell death
after wing expansion (Kimura and Truman, 1990), including a
group of CCAP-expressing neurons in the ventral ganglia that
includes the BAG (Draizen et al., 1999). The latter neurons have
been shown to undergo DNA condensation and fragmentation
within 6 h of eclosion and to die within 14 h. Because our data
suggest that the BAG may be bursicon targets, we asked whether
bursicon signaling was required for their demise.

To determine whether the BAG initiate apoptosis normally in
rk4 mutants, we performed TUNEL on nervous system prepara-
tions taken from both rk4 and Canton S control animals killed 6 h
after eclosion. As expected, the nuclei of most BAG neurons in
control animals (96%, n � 140) showed staining indicative of
DNA fragmentation (Fig. 8A, left). In contrast, very few of the
BAG nuclei in rk4 mutants (12%, n � 96) were similarly labeled
(Fig. 8A, right, arrow). Apoptosis of the BAG is thus clearly not
initiated on time in rk4 animals. However, the presence of apo-
ptotic profiles in some BAG neurons in the mutants suggested that
cell death might simply be delayed.

To monitor the progression of BAG cell death in both rk4 mu-
tants and control animals, we stained CNS whole-mount prepa-
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rations with anti-burs antibodies and counted the immunoposi-
tive neurons in the abdominal ganglia from animals killed 6, 14,
24, and 48 h after eclosion. Consistent with previous results
(Draizen et al., 1999), we found that few immunopositive BAG

neurons remained in control animals 14 h after eclosion [Fig. 8B
(left, arrows), C]. In contrast, 95% of the BAG in rk4 animals were
still present at this time [Fig. 8B (right), C]. Consistent with this
differential pattern of cell survival, the abdominal nerves in rk4

animals also retained considerable immunoreactivity compared
with those of controls, which were largely depleted of bursicon
(Fig. 8B, compare left and right panels, arrowheads). At 24 h after
eclosion, when only 2% of BAG neurons were detectable in con-
trols, over one-third of these neurons were evident in rk4 animals,
and �8% were still immunopositive in 2-d-old rk4 adults (Fig.

8C). These data indicate that death of the BAG is significantly
slowed in animals in which normal bursicon signaling is
disrupted.

Discussion
The study of insect ecdysis has provided a productive model for
investigating the hormonal control of behavior. Bursicon acts
directly after adult ecdysis in Drosophila to initiate the somatic
processes and motor programs underlying wing expansion and to
induce rapid cuticle tanning. In Drosophila, the architecture of
bursicon release differs from that of the other principal hormones
that regulate ecdysis-related behaviors in that it is secreted not
from a homogenous group of cells subject to common regulatory
control, but instead from two distinct subsets of neurons. The
work presented here demonstrates that this anatomical partition
mirrors functional differences between the two subsets of
bursicon-expressing neurons. One group (the BAG) secretes bur-
sicon into the hemolymph, and the other (the BSEG) releases it
widely in the nervous system to initiate the motor programs that
underlie wing expansion. Our observation that secretion of bur-
sicon from the BAG is impaired in rickets mutants is consistent
with a model in which bursicon secreted by the BSEG also modu-
lates release from the BAG. Our results thus provide a framework
for understanding how the somatic actions of bursicon are coor-
dinated with its effects on behavior. In addition, our finding that
apoptosis of the BAG is delayed in rickets mutants exposes a novel
neuromodulatory function for bursicon.

The BAG govern neurohemal release
That bursicon is released into the blood from neurons in the
abdominal ganglia has long been known from work in several
insects (Fraenkel and Hsiao, 1965; Mills et al., 1965; Truman,
1973) and was recently confirmed in Drosophila (Luan et al.,
2006; Zhao et al., 2008). Segmentally represented pairs of cells
homologous to the BAG also have been identified in abdominal
neuromeres of the hawkmoth Manduca sexta and other insects, in
which the anatomy of their projections closely resembles that
described here (Taghert and Truman, 1982; Dai et al., 2008). The
large amount of bursicon expressed in the axons of these neurons
after they leave the CNS (see Fig. 6A�) supports the conclusion
that they are responsible for most, if not all, of the hormone
released into the blood. Once in the blood, the hormone has been
shown not only to activate tanning, in part by upregulating epi-
dermal tyrosine hydroxylase (Davis et al., 2007), but also to alter
the physiology of the wing. Early evidence that bursicon plasti-
cizes the cuticle of the wing before expansion in Manduca (Reyn-
olds, 1977) has been confirmed recently using recombinant hor-
mone (Dai et al., 2008), and genetic evidence from Drosophila
indicates that bursicon mediates apoptosis of the wing epidermis
after expansion as a prerequisite for the fusion of the two cuticu-
lar panels (Kimura et al., 2004). Anatomical and functional evi-
dence thus supports a humoral role for bursicon released from
the BAG, with these neurons mediating changes in the wing cuticle
that support expansion. This conclusion is consistent with the
projection pattern of these neurons described here, as well as with
the observation that selective suppression of the BAG (i.e., in
c929-Gal4�3� UAS-EKO animals) blocks wing expansion, even
though this manipulation leaves expansional behaviors intact.
Presumably the inhibition of bursicon release into the hemo-
lymph in these animals prevents the changes in cuticle plasticity
required to render the wings pliable.

Figure 8. Cell death of the BAG is delayed in rk4 mutants. A, Apoptosis is initiated within 6 h
of eclosion in the BAG of Canton S control animals (CS, left) but not in those of rickets 4 mutants
(rk4, right). Each image is a composite of five merged confocal z-sections showing most of the
BAG (green) from a representative animal, visualized by anti-burs immunostaining. TUNEL (ma-
genta), which indicates DNA fragmentation, can be seen in the nuclei of all 11 BAG from the
control animal (left), but only one of 12 BAG nuclei (arrow) is labeled in the nervous system
preparation from a rk4 animal (right). TUNEL-labeled nuclei of many neurons other than the BAG

are also visible, consistent with a broader pattern of posteclosion apoptosis (see Results). B,
Volume rendered confocal micrographs of the abdominal ganglion and abdominal nerves (AN,
arrowheads) from Canton S control (CS, left) and rickets4 (rk4, right) animals immunostained
with anti-burs antibody. All BAG are present in the abdominal ganglion of the rk4 mutant, while
only two survive in the abdominal ganglion of the control animal (arrows). Substantial bursicon
immunoreactivity is associated with the processes of surviving BAG in the abdominal nerves of
the rk4 mutants. C, Bar graph showing the percentage of BAG neurons still present in animals at
the indicated times after eclosion. CS, Canton S control animals; rk4, rickets mutants. Cell counts
were averaged from at least six preparations for each genotype and time point.
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The BSEG secrete bursicon centrally and are required
for behavior
The data we present here demonstrate that the Drosophila BSEG,
and not the BAG, are required for wing expansion behaviors. The
broad projection pattern of these neurons in the CNS is consis-
tent with their targeting multiple motor systems to activate both
air swallowing and abdominal contraction, although their precise
targets remain to be determined. Work from Manduca suggests
that the circuitry underlying wing expansion may be similar in
this insect. Wing expansion in Manduca is known to require
intact descending connections from the subesophageal ganglion
(Truman and Endo, 1974), and hawkmoths have BSEG homo-
logues, which localize to the labial neuromere of the subesopha-
geal ganglion and send descending projections to all posterior
ganglia (Dai et al., 2008). Further work will be required to deter-
mine the generality of this functional neuronal architecture in
insects. Blowflies appear to represent an exception insofar as bur-
sicon has been reported absent in the subesophageal ganglion in
these animals (Fraenkel and Hsiao, 1965). Instead, bursicon is
synthesized by neurosecretory cells of the brain, which have been
implicated in wing expansion behaviors (Fraenkel and Hsiao,
1965). Reexamination of these conclusions, which predate the
availability of antibodies to the hormone and were based on tan-
ning bioactivity assays, should help clarify the extent to which
bursicon-expressing neurons in the subesophageal ganglion are
likely to play a common role in insects.

Neuromodulation of hormone secretion by bursicon
The widespread release of bursicon in the nervous system, evi-
denced by the depletion of anti-burs immunostaining from the
BSEG fibers after eclosion, suggests that centrally secreted bursi-
con has multiple functions. Our discovery that rickets mutants,
which lack a functional bursicon receptor, exhibit diminished
humoral release of bursicon from the BAG points to a role beyond
behavioral control. It remains to be shown that bursicon acts as a
centrally derived paracrine factor in potentiating its release from
the BAG, but there is reason to believe that the BAG may be direct
targets of bursicon. Bursicon signaling is mediated by the cAMP
pathway (Luo et al., 2005; Mendive et al., 2005), and we showed
previously that suppression of protein kinase A (PKA), one of the
principal effectors of this pathway, decreases the release of bursi-
con (Luan et al., 2006). Although this reduction was not sufficient
to disrupt wing expansion and tanning, more recent experiments
demonstrate that greater suppression of PKA reduces bursicon
release sufficiently to cause highly penetrant wing expansion def-
icits (F. Diao and B. White, unpublished observations). This is
consistent with the observations of Zhao et al. (2008), who sim-
ilarly reported that overexpression of a cAMP phosphodiesterase
(UAS-dunce) in the BAG using c929-Gal4 results in wing expan-
sion deficits in many flies when two copies of UAS-dunce are
expressed.

The conclusion that centrally secreted bursicon participates in
regulating its release as a hormone from the BAG is interesting in
light of the long-standing observation that bursicon release into
the hemolymph requires descending signals from the head. De-
capitation or neck ligation of both blowflies (Cottrell, 1962a;
Fraenkel and Hsiao, 1962) and Drosophila (Kimura and Truman,
1990; Baker and Truman, 2002) soon after eclosion prevents tan-
ning and wing expansion. Incisions that sever the ventral nerves
in the neck of blowflies have also been reported to prevent tan-
ning, but not air swallowing (Fraenkel and Hsiao, 1965), suggest-
ing that air swallowing, like tanning, is initiated by a signal that
originates in the head. Although it is unclear that the circuitry

governing bursicon release is conserved in both types of fly, this
observation is consistent with a mechanism in which bursicon
secreted by the BSEG acts within the subesophageal ganglion or
brain to initiate air ingestion and as a descending signal to pro-
mote bursicon secretion from the BAG. Since disruption of the
bursicon signaling pathway only partially attenuates bursicon re-
lease from the BAG, as reported previously by Baker and Truman
(2002), other regulatory signals must also exist.

Bursicon promotes BAG cell death
Our discovery that the apoptosis of BAG neurons is delayed in
rickets mutants indicates that bursicon promotes cell death in the
CNS, as it does in the wing (Kimura et al., 2004). Draizen et al.
(1999) have shown that apoptosis of the BAG and other CCAP-
expressing neurons in the ventral ganglia is regulated by declining
titers of 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E), which induces expression of
the cell death genes reaper and hid. Bursicon presumably facili-
tates one or more steps in this process. Promotion of apoptosis
may, in fact, be a general role of bursicon in the CNS, given that
Kimura and Truman (1990) have shown that many neurons in
the thoracic and abdominal ganglia die after eclosion in response
to a head-derived signal, the release of which correlates closely
with wing expansion. Further work will be required to test this
hypothesis, but since the circuitry and musculature required for
molting is substantially eliminated after eclosion (Cottrell,
1962b; Kimura and Truman, 1990; Draizen et al., 1999), it would
be parsimonious if bursicon, which mediates the final physiolog-
ical events of the terminal molt, were also to facilitate the demise
of this machinery.

In summary, our results provide key insights into the cellular
mechanisms underlying bursicon’s regulation of wing expansion
in Drosophila. Because wing expansion follows adult ecdysis, bur-
sicon’s release is almost certainly modulated by the hormones
that govern the events underlying that process. A remaining chal-
lenge is thus to understand the integrative mechanisms that co-
ordinate the release of bursicon with that of ecdysis-related hor-
mones, such as ecdysis-triggering hormone and eclosion
hormone. The functional architecture of the bursicon system de-
scribed here should inform these investigations and help eluci-
date the cellular circuitry that more generally mediates somatic
and behavioral coordination during the ecdysis and postecdysis
phases. Our results demonstrate that bursicon contributes more
globally to postecdysis than originally imagined.
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